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39th Formation Day function of RINLVSP

Addressing the RINL fraternity at the MP Hall, Ukkunagaram club on the occasion of 39th Formation Day
function of RINLVSP, Shri PK Rath, CMD, RINL, Congratulated the outstanding performance employee
award winners and said that, The award winners would serve as catalysts for promoting a stimulating
culture across the organization. On this auspicious and historic day, let us rededicate ourselves to take the
company to higher horizons of Growth & Prosperity. Today we are a 7.3 MTPA company and this
transformation is possible through the dedicated and committed efforts exhibited by each one of you.
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We are greatly indebted to our predecessors who put their best efforts in shaping the fortune of this
company. I join you in conveying our humble gratitude to them on their contribution, he added. A total no.
of 84 awards ,49 for Executives and 39 for Non Executives were given by Shri PK Rath, CMD, RINL to
the employees for their outstanding performance. For the first time, Commendation Certificates were given
to 16 no.s of Central Industrial Security Force, CISF personnel by Shri PK Rath in the presence of Shri
Nilesh Kumar, Commandant, CISF for the hard work and commitment on duty exhibited by them. A
garden competition in the ornamental and kitchen garden categories was also conducted in Ukkunagaram,
the township of RINLVSP for the residents of Ukkunagaram in the month of February 2021. The awards to
the prize winners of different types of quarters were given by Directors and CVO. The 39th Formation Day
function was graced by CMD along with all Directors, CVO, Commandant, CISF, EDs, CGMs, HoDs,
senior officers, Award winners with their family members, representatives of SEA & WIPS. The
programme was conducted by Corporate Communications department in association with Town
Administration Dept, Gen. Admn Dept and CSM Dept. 
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